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Abstract: -- Anovelapproach for biomedical colour image enhancement method is proposed in this paper by using mathematical
analysis of dual tree complex wavelet transform. The doctor requires the enhanced medical images to give better diagnosis.
Thecontrast of biomedical colour images can be improved by data directionality of dual tree complex wavelet transform. The
reduction in noise can be done by using wavelet coefficient shrinkage. In this paper we reduced noise present in both enhancedand
non-enhanced medical colour images. We have taken the tumour image and computed the PSNR and SSIM of both enhanced
image and proposed method by applying Gaussian noise, Poisson noise and speckle noise.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Image restoration and image enhancement are
fundamental processing methods in image processing. The
purpose of image restoration technique is to improve the
noise corrupted image by prior knowledge about the
degraded image. Image enhancement is to give a better image
than an original image for specific application [1].In image
processing we come across different types of noise affecting
an image such as Gaussian noise, Poisson noise, speckle
noise, salt and paper noiseetc. [2].Image enhancement finds
many applications in biomedical images. It is needed to
improve the contrast of images for better perception of
images to find the diseases in human body. In this paper we
present image enhancement by applying dual tree complex
wavelet transform.We come across different types of colour
image enhancement techniques such as local adaptivefilters,
based on partial differential equations [3], bilateral
filtering.We use two types of colour image enhancement
techniques such as random spray ratienx [4] and random
spray automatic colour equalization [5]. By using these
random spray methods we get the self-noise due to spray
sampling approach to scanning pixels. We come across noise
exhibited by differentexisted image enhancement techniques.
In this paper we remove the noise due to the enhanced and
non-enhanced images with the help of dual tree complex
wavelet transform. The random spray automatic colour
equalization takes the advantage of both random spray

method and automatic colour equalization methods. The
RACE can be applied to dual tree complex wavelet transform
(DTCWT) .Noise reduction using DTCWT works for all
image enhancement techniques. In this paper we applied this
method to RACE.

Fig1.flow chart of natural denoising method

Fig2.flow chart of denoising method
II.

DUAL TREE COMPLEX WAVELET
TRANSFORM

Wavelets are one of the most important noise reduction
techniques in image processing .Noise reduction using
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is one of the most
important technique but it has some drawbacks. One is its not
having shift invariance property so that a small change in
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input signal causes large change in energy of output wavelet
coefficients and another one is poor directional orientation of
coefficient. The complex wavelet transform overcomes the
drawbacks of DWT .But we are unable to get the perfect
reconstruction at the output of filters. In order to improve
these properties in single wavelet professor Nick Kingsbury
[6] developed the dual tree complex wavelet transform. The
DTCWT have the following properties. DTCWT has the
nearly shift invariance. The DTCWT having good directional
orientation we are having six possible orientations of
waveletcoefficients.They are ±15º, ±45º, ±75º. Due to this
DTCWT find in many applications some of them are texture
synthesis and analysis, image segmentation, image sharping
,motion estimation, in satellite images for feature extraction
and denoising .In this paper we used the DTCWT for colour
image denoising in case of medical images followed by some
algorithm. The study of DTCWT is too vast it was explained
by selenick[7].The 2D dual tree complex wavelet transform
can deigned with the two different set of wavelet bases .They
are given below,

intensity out of many comparisons. The random sprays can
bedesigned with𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑘 𝑖
with the point generator.
Wegenerated these sprays in the interval [0,2𝜋]and
[0,R].Here R is positive real number and this will represent
the radius of the spray. The𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑛 0, 𝑅 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑛 [0,2𝜋]
are co-ordinates of image i.Then co-ordinates of generated
pixel can be given by
m= ((𝑚𝑥 , 𝑚𝑦 ) these belonging to the𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑘 𝑖 .
𝑚𝑥 = 𝑖𝑥 + 𝜌 cos 𝜃

(5)

𝑚𝑦 = 𝑖𝑦 + 𝜌 sin 𝜃 (6)
Here𝜌𝜖𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑛 0, 𝑅 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃𝜖𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑛 [0,2𝜋].𝛿 𝑟 Is the mean
areolar density vector .Here the locality of spray can be
changed by using the function on 𝜌 as 𝜌(r).In RSR method
the co-ordinates can be given by,
𝑥 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑓 𝜌 cos 𝜃
(7)
𝑦 = 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑓 𝜌 sin 𝜃

ψ1,1(x , y) = φh (x )ψh (y), ψ2,1(x , y) = φg (x )ψg (y),
ψ1,2(x , y) = ψh (x )φh (y), ψ2,2(x , y) = ψg (x )φg (y), (1)
ψ1,3(x , y) = ψh (x )ψh (y) ψ2,3(x , y) = ψg (x )ψg (y),
ψ3,1(x , y) = φg (x )ψh (y), ψ4,1(x , y) = φh (x )ψg (y),
ψ3,2(x , y) = ψg (x )φh (y), ψ4,2(x , y) = ψh (x )φg (y),(2)ψ3,3(x ,
y) = ψg (x )ψh (y) ψ4,3(x , y) = ψh (x )ψg (y).
The h and g wavelet filters are related as shown below
g0(n)≈ h0 (n−1),
g0(n)≈ h0 (n−0.5),

for j= 1
for j> 1

(3)
(4)

Here j indicates the number of decomposition levels.
III.

(8)

These are the new co-ordinates of the RSR method.
Here we come across different variables. They are R is the
radius of the random spray and is selected based on the
diagonal of the image because if we select the less value
compared to diagonalof image less no of pixels covered for
selecting highestintensitypixel it may not cover some pixel
without comparisons. If we take value of the pixel larger than
diagonal then itscomputation takes high time without adding
advantage of RSR method. So the optimum value of radius
will be diagonal of the processed image. We take more no of
spray density functions so that it covers all the pixels by
adding the result of all spray density function. When random
spray ratienx was applied to the images it gives good results
in saturation level and colour artifacts will be reduced. In
ratienx method if we have large uniform areas they give great
amount visible noise. In order to reduce the noise some more
extent we go for RACE method.

RANDOM SPRAY RATINEX (RSR)
IV.

The RSR was implemented by using the
mathematical analysis of ratienx theory. In this method large
no of paths scanning can be eliminated by using random
sprays. The 1D paths scanning can be replaced by 2D random
sprays. For the computation the formula is remains same in
both the RSR and ratienx theory. The operations performed
by RSR of spray are used to fined the pixel with highest

RANDOM SPRAY AUTOMATIC COLOUR
EQUALIZATION (RACE)

By taking the advantage of both RSR and ACE the
Massimo Fierro proposed the new method called RACE
image enhancement. The RACE works for both local and
globalimage enhancement methods. The noise occurs in both
the cases greatly reduced. The speckle noise occurs in
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uniform areas. In order to reduce the noise appearance in
output image the image enhancement impact reduced on
output image. The elimination of noise was impossible due to
the all parameter variations in sprays; such as radius of spray
density and spray density functions itselfproduces the speckle
noise. In order to reduce the noise exhibited image
enhancement methods and non-enhanced images affected by
noise the author Massimo Fierro introduces the new method.
V.

NOISE REDUCTION USING
DTCWTCOEFFICIENT SHRINKAGE

This image enhancement method is based on the
directional orientation of DTCWT wavelet coefficients by
taking the advantage of data directionality in DTCWT. We
transform the image into luma channel. Thereason for
selecting luma channel is colour artifacts do not occur. In this
image enhancement method we make one assumption that all
the input images are taken as either free of noise or
contaminated by noise. The shrinkage of wavelet coefficients
can be done as follows. The energy computation for all six
directions can be computed as sum of squares of both real
and complex coefficients. Here𝑒𝑗 ,𝑘 isthe energy of wavelet
coefficients. Here j is the wavelet decomposition level.
𝑒𝑗 ,𝑘 = (𝑏𝑗𝐼,𝑘 )2 + (𝑐𝑗𝐼,𝑘 )2

(9)

Here 𝑏𝑗𝐼,𝑘 is the real wavelet coefficents and 𝑐𝑗𝐼,𝑘 is a
complex wavelet coefficient. The energy computed for nondirectional data will lead same energy in all directions. But in
case of this method we get higher energy in one or two
directions of wavelet coefficients remaining all wavelet
coefficients have same energy for the given input image. The
standard deviation for all six directions of wavelet
coefficients can be computed as follows.
𝑒𝑗 = 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑘 (𝑒𝑗 ,𝑘 )

Fig3.Proposed method flowchart
Fig-3.Shows
the enhanced images and nonenhanced images are transformed into luma channel using the
DTCWT.The output coefficients are transformed into the
output image’s luma channel via the inverse
DTCWT.Fig.3(a) is performed per level of the
decomposition.Fig.3(b) shows that the mapping of the
weights. These can be obtained by using the Michaelis–
Menten function for normalization. All the real co-efficient
are obtained in order of magnitude ranking.
For data normalization we apply the MichaelisMenten function. The data normalization function can be
given as below.

(10)

Here k=1,2,3,..,6 since the coefficients of input
image are not normalized.

mm(x, µ,𝛾) =

𝑥𝛾

(11)

𝑥 𝛾 +𝜇 𝛾

Here x represents quantity to be compressed and 𝜇
is the estimated data. Here 𝛾 Is a real valued exponent.
Directional sensitivity map of weights can be given by,
𝑤𝑗 = mm(𝑒𝑗 , 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑒𝑗 ,𝑘 , 𝛾𝑗 )

(12)

Here𝛾 is called path gain. The value of 𝛾 depends on
level of j.
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Enhanced image shrinkage coefficients can be given by data
directionality. They are given as below
𝑏 ∼𝑗𝐸,𝑘 =𝑤𝑗 .𝑏𝑗𝐸,𝑘 + (1-𝑤𝑗 ).𝑏𝑗𝐼,𝑘

(13)

𝑐 ∼𝑗𝐸,𝑘 =𝑤𝑗 .𝑐𝑗𝐸,𝑘 + (1-𝑤𝑗 ).𝑐𝑗𝐼,𝑘

(14)

Based on magnitude of directional content of
wavelet coefficients of non-enhanced image given the ranks
for each of them as follows
𝑖𝑗𝐼,𝑘 = 𝑜𝑟𝑑(𝑏𝑗𝐼,𝑘 ) ,∈ 1,2, … ,6

(15)

The outputcoefficients of this method can be computed as
shown below.
𝑏𝑗𝑜,𝑘 =

𝑐𝑗𝑜,𝑘 =

𝑏 ~𝑗𝐸,𝑘 ,

𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑗𝐼,𝑘 ∈ 1,2

VII.

𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑗𝐼,𝑘 ∈ 1,2

In this paper, we improved the contrast and image
quality of biomedical colour imageby reducing the noise
present in biomedical images. Wecomparedoutput image
with the RACEimage Enhancement method. Wecompared
the PSNR and SSIM for the RACE method and proposed
method. We observed that improvement in PSNR and SSIM
when compared to the RACE image enhancement methods.
In this paper we computed the PSNR and SSIM by applying
the tumour image to different types of noise they are
Gaussian noise, Poisson noise and speckle noise.

(17)

𝑐𝑗𝐼,𝑘 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑗𝐼,𝑘 ∈ 3,4,5,6

The function ord is returns the all coefficient in the
𝐼
descending order of 𝑏𝑘=1,2,…,6
.The exact meaning of the
above equation says that enhanced image gives directional
content and shrunk the two most significant coefficients
remaining all four coefficient replaced with coefficients of
non-enhanced image. These two most significant coefficients
are almost not shrunk.
VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

(16)

𝑏𝑗𝐼,𝑘 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑗𝐼,𝑘 ∈ 3,4,5,6
𝑐 ~𝑗𝐸,𝑘 ,

compared with the RACE. Whencompared with the above
methods we get improved results.

Fig.4 Originaltumour image

PROPOSED METHOD

We find many of bio-medical colour images are low
contrast and having poor quality. Hence, there is a need to
improve the contrast of biomedical images or enhancement
of the biomedical images [8]. These enhanced medical
images are required for a doctor to know the diagnosis of
patients. In order to improve the imagequality and contrast.
We proposed this method; by using the above dual tree
complex wavelet transforms coefficients shrinkage
mathematical analysis. We reduced the noise present in
images that are already enhanced with our existing image
enhancement methods and also remove the noise present in
our biomedical non-enhancedimages. By using mathematical
analysis of DTCWT algorithm when applied to biomedical
images we observed improvedresults. The output results are

Fig.5 Enhanced tumour image with RACE method.
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Fig.6 Denoised tumour image
Fig.9 Speckle noise added denosied tumour image with
Proposed method.
By observing above figures we can say that
proposed method improves the image quality and contrast
.We tested the tumour image by adding Gaussian noise,
Poisson noise and speckle noise. The computed PSNR and
SSIM Tabled as shown in below.
Table
PSNR ratios and SSIM for tumour image

Fig.7 Original tumour image with speckle noise added of
variance 0.1

RACE
Noisy
Img.
Noise type Name

Gaussian

Tumour

Proposed
method
Denoised

PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

38.435 0.9486 39.036 0.9591
7
1
7
7

Poisson Tumour

41.217 0.9600 41.931
6
9
2
0.9679

Speckle Tumour

39.790 0.9558 40.597 0.9645
5
3
3
7

Fig.8 Speckle noise added enhanced tumour image with
RACE method.
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VIII.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the noise reduction in
biomedical colour images. In proposed method the input
images are either free of noise or affected by noise. We
applied both enhanced images and non-enhanced images as
input tothe proposed method. This method is possible due to
shrinkage of wavelet coefficients. For removing noise present
in biomedical colour images we used the DTCWT concept
and mathematical analysis of Massimo fierro. This method
presented that in order to remove noise or improve image
quality mainly from spray based analysis. The spray based
enhanced image applied to proposed method in order to
improve image contrast by reducing noise in the enhanced
images. For this proposed method we computed both PSNR
and SSIM for the taken tumour image by applying
Gaussiannoise, Poisson noise and speckle noise.In two above
cases the results are improved.
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